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ABOUT BOX™
Box™ is mad on modernism. When American architect
Frank Lloyd Wright predicted in 1908 that in the future,
architecture would have fewer forms, fewer lines and
yet be more articulate, pure and elegant, he was right on
the money.
Box™ takes many design cues from the Californian Case Study
homes built in the 40s, 50s and 60s. Their relaxed style was Kiwi
to the core. They featured open-plan layouts, vast curtain walling
and oodles of indoor/outdoor flow.
But while the design philosophy may echo the past, the way we
go about the design-and-build process is very much about the
future - doing things better and smarter. Nowadays owners have
two choices - use a house building company, or an architect.
One concentrates on construction and cost to the detriment of
design, the other focuses on design with little thought given to

efficiency of construction. At Box™ we believe that good design
and efficient construction go hand in hand.
Box™ is the only combined design studio and registered master
builder in New Zealand. We also work with off-site manufacturing
partners. We have a passion for well-designed homes that are
efficiently built using techniques that leading house builders the
world over, from Sweden to Japan, swear by.
At Box™ we have gathered a group of passionate people designers, builders and quantity surveyors with sharp pencils
- who actually talk to each other, which means Box™ can deliver
the magic of modernism with certainty of cost.
Box™ was formed in 2008 and has designed and built hundreds of
homes all around New Zealand.

“We want our houses to encapsulate
a sense of community. When clients
feel part of the design process, they
become emotionally involved.
They live and grow with the house.
Ideally, they will stay forever.”
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THE BOX™ DIFFERENCE

01 BETTER DESIGN
Even though Box™ is passionate about midcentury design, it’s not our driver – it’s a by-product
of purposeful design that is simple, elegant and
beautifully crafted. We love the open spaces, the
light, clean and refined structure that the modernist
style of architecture offers – and that’s why it’s still
so popular after 70 years. When we talk about good
design we don’t just mean aesthetics.
Good design is enjoyable to live in, functional,
warm, enduring, cost-efficient to run and maintain,
efficient to build and ultimately recyclable. Good
design improves the quality of peoples’ lives.
02 GREAT VALUE & CERTAINTY OF COST
Box™ has spent almost a decade perfecting our
thinking and refining our designs. When we start
working on your home, you’ll enjoy the security
of knowing we’re collaborating as a joint designbuild team. As a result, our architectural fees
are considerably lower than that of a traditional
architect. Our process enables us to cost your
project accurately at the early stages, so you can
have peace of mind and enjoy the journey.
03 MULTI-DISCIPLINARY TEAM
Box™ is both a registered architectural practice and
registered master builders. We employ talented
designers, draftspeople, design leads, estimators and
builders. Our integrated approach to designing and
building a home, means you get top-notch design
that’s value for money.
Box™ homes are designed to fit your site and brief

by our design team who work hand-in-hand with
our estimator and construction manager to make
the design and budget work together, even before
we present you with a concept. No pushy sales
people, just down-to-earth practitioners who are
interested in the end result, not their commission.
04 LESS WASTE, MORE EFFICIENCY
Box™ is very conscious of our environmental
impact. We are interested in efficiency, less waste
and off-site manufacturing. The design and
construction industry is notoriously wasteful and
inefficient. We are continually learning from other
successful industries like the car industry, so that
we can design and build more efficiently and with
more certainty of time and cost. Box™ is one of
the few truly integrated architectural practice
and construction companies. We embrace ‘Lean’
as a core production philosophy and off-site
construction, to remove as much time and material
waste from the process as possible.
05 QUALITY NOT QUANTITY
At Box™ we’re all about quality of space over
quantity. Box™ designs to the 3 Cs: context, comfort
and creativity. On average our houses may be
smaller in terms of overall footprint, but they don’t
compromise on the quality or functionality of any
of the spaces. We don’t believe in designing large,
inefficient homes so that the cost-per-square metre
rate looks attractive. We put our heart, soul and
design skills into every inch of our houses to make
sure the end product works for your budget.

• The build contract will comprise both fixed costs and
provisional sums
• As with all construction projects, in-ground works are a
provisional sum. Based on our experience, we are able to
give you reliable advice and budget estimates for these
areas and cost
THE BOX™ LOOK
Box™ designs are based on a construction system that uses a set of
components and a palette of materials. We design and build new
homes that are within a set of specific dimensions that are often in
increments of standard building materials.
For some projects we use standardised components and uniform
elements to allow for certainty of cost and efficient build times, but
there is no compromise on the design or function of your home.
Low-maintenance products are often used on a Box™ build. For
example, plywood wall and ceiling linings and gaboon ply kitchens
also lend a nostalgic charm.

BOX™
Box™ offers a bespoke Design & Build project solution to suit
a combination of a clients brief, site and budget.

• We’ll revise and refine concept drawings (including costs) until you
are 100% happy with it

FEASIBILITY

CONSENT

• We hold a workshop with you and do a thorough feasibility study
of the project and show you how we work
• We visit your site to get a feel for the environment we’ll be 		
designing your home in
• In preparation for the session and to start the process of thinking
about how you live and what you want, we ask a series of 		
questions that look at both your spatial and emotional brief
• Based on what we learn about your site and brief, we will do
a budget breakdown.
DESIGN
• Based on your brief, budget and site specifics, we develop
and present an initial concept
• We’ll present a construction estimate based on initial
concept drawings
• Box™ will arrange a pre-application meeting with council if required

From the time of lodging building consent, we allow 10 weeks to start
on site. Typically council has an obligation to process consents within
20 working days, however the clock stops if they ask any questions. Of
the 10 weeks between lodging consent and starting on site, we allocate
8 weeks for processing the consent and 2 weeks for site establishment
and lining up sub-contractors.
COSTINGS
• As an integrated design-build team we are able to give you
accurate estimates on a regular basis during the initial
design stage
• Once we have full detailed and engineering drawings, we will
tender the drawings to sub-contractors and trades to get
fixed quotes
• Transport and crane costs (if required) will be an additional sum
and depend on site access and location

Energy efficiency is integral to the planning of a Box™ house. As a
result we like to make sure space is well proportioned and correct.
Every Box™ house is double-glazed and highly insulated and designed
with passive solar concepts in mind.
Interesting fact: about 95% of homeowners choose matt black joinery.
There’s a good reason for that: not only is black in keeping with
the low-key cladding of our homes, but it doesn’t reflect light. As a
recessive colour, it does not detract the eye from any view through
the glazing.
Decking is made from a range of sustainably sowed hardwoods like
Vitex (depending on availability), a hardwood product from the Pacific
Islands that is pocket milled, which allows the regrowth of the forest.
It can also be left to weather naturally.
The majority of Box™ houses are clad in traditional weatherboard,
metal, fibre cement or cedar. Weatherboards are manufactured from
sustainably-grown NZ plantation pine. The beauty and durability of
cedar (which is a premium product) is a popular choice among
Box™ clients.

OUR WORK

BOX™ ARAI - a house for all seasons perched majestically above Mangawhai
The site dictated the design of this L-shaped house situated just outside Mangawhai.
The sweep of the post-and-beam cedar structure is designed to create year-round
shelter from the local winds, while the low-slung shape of the house keeps it sitting
unobtrusively within the landscape on top of the ridge.
The choice of materials – natural concrete and light birch ply ties in with the natural
environment and the sense of relaxation that the owners requested. They run a
successful business and have three children, so it is important that the house works
both as a family home and a space for relaxing and entertaining. The house allows the
little kids to stay down one end of the house (or outside) while the big kids (adults)
socialise down the other end of the house.
The sunken fire-pit is another great feature that keeps the family out of the wind while
still allowing them to enjoy the views through the main living area which has glass on
both sides.
The home is heated by an underfloor heating system and the internal fireplace is large
enough to cook pizza!

FLOOR AREA HOUSE:
215 square metres
FLOOR AREA GARAGE:
36 square metres
BEDROOMS:
4
LIVING AREAS:
1
BATHROOMS:
2.5
CLADDING:
Cedar shiplap
FLOORING:
‘Powerfloat’ sealed concrete
ROOFING:
Colorsteel

BOX™ PAKI - a simple structure in a dominant landscape
The brief was simple, small, elegant and to create the modern bach.
The bach consists of two wings separated by a covered outdoor space that
gives shelter from sun and rain and creates the indoor-outdoor bach feel.
One end of the house contains a compact living, dining and kitchen zone which spills
out effortlessly onto the covered area. The pod also contains the master bedroom
and ensuite, so that when the parents are on their own, their pod is perfectly
self-contained.
The second pod consists of two bedrooms separated by a shared ensuite bathroom,
for children and guests. The clever configuration allows for privacy between groups in
an otherwise modest footprint.
All rooms open out to the expansive view. The internal decor is humble and uses
natural materials – ply walls, concrete floors which give it a warm and intimate feel.
The structure is a modest jewel in a beautiful landscape, where the aim is to escape
from the city, kick off your shoes and enjoy life slowly.
TIMBER DESIGN AWARDS – HIGHLY COMMENDED

FLOOR AREA HOUSE:
86 square metres
FLOOR AREA COVERED DECK:
16 square metres
BEDROOMS:
3
LIVING AREAS:
1
BATHROOMS:
2
CLADDING:
Shadowclad
FLOORING:
‘Powerfloat’ sealed concrete
ROOFING:
Colorsteel

INSULATION:
Glasswool

INSULATION:
Glasswool

KITCHEN BENCH:
Granite – Absolute Black

KITCHEN BENCH:
Stainless steel

KITCHEN CABINETRY:
Birch plywood & Wilson Art laminate

KITCHEN CABINETRY:
Radiata ply

BATHROOM CABINETRY:
Birch plywood

BATHROOM CABINETRY:
Radiata ply

BATHROOM FLOORING:
Mobile Ceramics ink-jet printed,
rectified tiles

BATHROOM FLOORING:
Mobile Ceramics ink-jet printed,
rectified tiles

LIGHTING:
Lightplan LED lights

LIGHTING:
Lightplan LED lights

DECKING:
Vitex

DECKING:
Vitex

LET’S TALK ABOUT
YOUR NEW HOME
Call us on the number below, or
fill out our form and either take

Name 		
Email 		
Phone 		
Site address

a photo and email it to us or

Budget expectations:

pop it in the post – we’ll call you

Timeframe expectations:

right back. If you’d like to drop in
and see us, please call to arrange
a meeting.

CALL

0800 717 717 or 09 520 5030
EMAIL

info@box.co.nz
STUDIO

Studio 1.2, 317 New North Road
Kingsland, Auckland 1021
New Zealand
POST

PO Box 56 173
Dominion Rd, Auckland 1446
New Zealand

Note: - at Box™ we consider the budget to encompass all costs related to the build project.
This includes design, specialist consultants, council fees, site works, house costs and GST.

Intended use:
Residential

		
Bach

Multi-Unit

No. of bedrooms

No. of bathrooms

Under tile heating

Walk-in–wardrobe

Bath

Separate WC

Open plan

Separated spaces

Walk-in-pantry

2nd Living area

Media room

Bedroom/Bathrooms:

Kitchen/Living/Dining:

Utilities:
Study

Laundry		

Decking:
None

Uncovered

Covered

Mechanical louvres
External:				
Driveway

Garage

Carport

Topographical survey available

If yes, please indicate date

Geotechnical report available

If yes, please indicate date

Certificate of Title available

If yes, please provide a copy
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